SNAPSHOT

• 10+ Years delivering GIS Services
• 50+ Active Customers
• 90% of annual revenue from existing customers
• 100+ Passionate Professionals
• ISO 9001:2008 registered
• 96% Employee retention rate
• Highest standards of corporate governance
• High workforce productivity
• Global Presence
• Provides cost-efficient solution

QUANTUM ASIA
GIS
IT
CAD
SPATIAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The Application of GIS is limited only by the imagination of those who use it

WE’VE WORKED WITH A DIVERSE CUSTOMER BASE. HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?
OUR PEOPLE
Quantum Asia is Made of Corporate Values, enthusiastic, Skilled and Experienced Staff in providing best solutions and services to customers across India. Our team members are the backbone for the growth of our company. We have Technology and Teamwork as a strong foundation in providing world class solutions to the customers.

Our team members are highly qualified to assure best solutions to suiting the client needs and to have a long term value. They are always open to grab opportunity which challenges their ability. Our strength lies in strong team work, dedication and hard work.

We at Quantum Asia take up challenges to prove ourselves every time.
INDUSTRIES SERVED

Quantum is a highly distinguished IT company which serves to vast Industries, providing an extraordinary value and experience. We are a network of people who passionately cater to innumerable industries as a challenge. Our market understanding along with exceptionally pursued services help us to rapidly spread our network across India. Our scope and knowledge allow us to address a wide spectrum of Industries. Our services are finding increasing use in the all Industries. The list of Industries where we serve

- Utilities
- Natural Resource Management
- Education
- E-Governance
- Transportation

SOLUTIONS WE OFFER

We are specialized in Providing best-in-class geospatial data design, development and application development services and solutions which cover a wide area. Quantum Asia is backed by an integrated team of Web Designers, IT developers, Content writers, Creative designers, Programmers and Marketing Professionals

We offer a wide range of solutions in Specialized Technology Areas like

1. Data Management
   - Data Modeling, Conversion and Migration
   - Data and Maintenance

2. Image Processing
   - Image Enhancement and Rectification
   - Image Analysis and Classification

3. Enterprise Application Integration Services
   - Synchronized GIS & IT Application Services
   - Integration of Applications, Products, Tools, Platforms, Data Sources, Web Access, Security and more

4. Web Technology Services
   - IT Web Application Development, Integration, Migration
   - Web Portal Development

5. Geo-spatial Consultancy
   - Solution and Implementation Road Map-Architecture, Design and Development
WHY QUANTUM?

• IT & GIS Capability:

We have extensive capabilities and expertise in Information Technology, GIS-based solutions and Spatial Information Systems for implementing a comprehensive, integrated solution.

• Domain Knowledge:

Quantum Asia has domain expertise and deep business process experience across a variety of industries. Our Company serves many of the India's largest and respected companies across a variety of industries and Government Departments.

• Technology:

We draw on our proven information technology capabilities to develop extremely flexible solutions that help our government & corporate customers make critical decisions and achieve new levels of performance and productivity.

OUR EXPERIENCE

• Integrated Land Management and Administrative Planning
• Soil and Land Use Survey of India
• Urban Local Body Information System
• Web-based Application Processing System
• Making Environmental Information Visible & Usable
• Rajiv Gandhi Grameen Vidyutikaran Yojana (RGGVY)
• Rajiv Gandhi National Drinking Water Mission
• City Guide Map Preparation
• GIS Based Emergency Planning & Emergency Response System
• Natural Resources Data Management System (NRDMS)
• Urban Mapping
• Village Information System
ABOUT QUANTUM ASIA

QAPL is a Spatial Information Technology company providing services and solutions in the field of geospatial data design, development and application development. Quantum’s motto is to excel and meet customer requirements with focus on quality. QAPL is an ISO 9001-2008 quality certified Organization.

We at QAPL believe in innovation that provides the vital edge to us in this rapidly changing industry. Innovation is not limited to our products or services, we look at innovation in everything - processes, quality and knowledge, and even the way people think and innovate.

We have enormous experience in the field of Natural Resources Mapping, Urban Mapping, and Utility Mapping. We are also specialized in Design and Development of GIS applications. QAPL is committed to deliver best of quality at any time and every time to our customers.

Quality - An ISO 9001:2008 registered company for IT Services: QAPL was specifically certified ISO 9001:2008 for “Provision of Spatial Information Technology Solutions”. QAPL service lines include but not limited to Geospatial Data development, Software/Systems Design, Development and Integration and CAD services.

Quantum Asia employs a variety of quality assurance techniques to monitor the effectiveness and efficiency of our production processes. This integrated approach enables Quantum Asia to ensure every customer's satisfaction. Quantum Asia operates from Hyderabad for Indian and Offshore operations, has its branch office at Delhi.